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APPENDIX

The following organizations are able to provide information and materials (scores, recordings, catalogs) concerning contemporary Israeli art music and composers. Street and post office box addresses are included below. In the telephone and fax numbers listed below, the prefix 2 represents the city code of Jerusalem; 3 is the code for Tel Aviv. When calling phone numbers in Israel from elsewhere, the country code (972) must precede the number. Callers from the United States must precede this country code with the international code (011).

1. Israel Composers’ League (ICL)/Israeli Music Center (IMC/MALI)
   Ari Ben-Shabetai, Chairman; Irit Karmi, General Secretary
   7 Petach Tikva Road, Tel Aviv 66181, Israel
   P.O. Box 196, Tel Aviv 61001, Israel
   Tel: 3-5660905; Fax: 3-5660907

   Recordings produced by the Israeli Music Center (IMC/MALI) may be ordered by mail.

2. Israel Music Institute (IMI) and Israel Music Information Centre (IMIC)
   Paul Landau, Director; Miriam Morgan, Foreign Department
   144 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv 63451, Israel;
   P.O. Box 3004, Tel Aviv 61030, Israel
   Tel: 3-5246475, 3-5245275; Fax: 3-5245276

   Since 1991, the IMI has been represented in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, by Theodore Presser Co., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010; Tel: (215) 525-3636 (rental and sales).
3. Israeli Music Publications (IMP)
   Sergey Khanukaev, Acting Manager
   25 Keren Hayesod Street, Jerusalem 91076, Israel
   P.O. Box 7681, Jerusalem 94188, Israel
   Tel: 2-6241377, 2-6251370; Fax: 2-6241378

4. Israel Broadcasting Authority (IBA), Kol Israel (Voice of Israel)
   Avi Hanani, Head of Music
   21 Helene Hamalka Street, Jerusalem 95101, Israel
   P.O. Box 1082, Jerusalem 91010, Israel
   Tel: 2-5302208; Fax: 2-6259861
   Tape duplication: Ms. Michal Issan; Tel. 2-5302255

   The IBA records and broadcasts music by Israeli composers, including many
   works for which recordings are not otherwise readily available. The IBA
   possesses recorded performances of works by all of the composers included
   in this book, and will make duplicate cassette tapes for a fee, provided blank
   tapes accompany such requests.

5. Several American libraries maintaining significant collections of contemporary
   Israeli music are listed in Alice Tischler's Bibliography. These include the
   Performing Arts Research Collection at Lincoln Center and the Donnell Media
   Center of the New York Public Library; the Library of Congress in Washington,
   D.C.; the School of Music Library at Indiana University, in Bloomington; and
   the Birnbaum Music Library at the Elaine Kaufman Cultural Center (formerly
   the Hebrew Arts Center) at Abraham Goodman House in New York City.
   The Edwin A. Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music at the Free Library of
   Philadelphia also possesses a number of works by Israeli composers.